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SFXT sample 



AX J1845.0-0433

AX J1749.1-2733



Long-term 22-50 keV lightcurves

AX J1845.0-0433AX J1749.1-2733

P~185 days (ZH, 
Chaty, Rodriguez 2007)

Rate(quiescent)=0.25±0.03 cts/s



AX J1845.0-0433

ZH, Walter, et al., soon subm



AX J1845.0-0433 spectrum



AX J1749.1-2733

ZH, Chaty, et al., in prep

NH~2x1023 cm-2

Γ~1.2
Ecut~22 keV
Line~6.4 keV
F22-50 keV~6x10-10 ergs cm-2 s-1



AX J1749.1-2733: Opt/NIR counterpart?

ZH, Chaty, et al., in prep



Summary

• AX J1845.0-0433:
Persistent source
Faint quiescence emission
Similar to other known sgHMXB
but slightly higher variability factor (~25)

• AX J1749.1-2733:
No counterpart identified
HMXB spectrum
Long period (185 days or less)
Likely a Be system?



Clumpy winds (I)



Clumpy winds (II)
Methods. Hard X-ray flares and quiescent 

emission of SFXT systems have been 
characterized and used to derive wind clump
parameters.

Results. A large fraction of the hard X-ray
emission is emitted in the form of flares with a 
typical duration of 3 ks, frequency of 7 days
and luminosity of 1036 erg/s. Such flares are 
most probably emitted by the interaction of a 
compact object orbiting at 10 R* with wind
clumps (1022 g) representing a large fraction of 
the stellar mass-loss rate. The density ratio 
between the clumps and the inter-clump
medium is 102-4 in SFXT systems.

Conclusions. The parameters of the clump and of 
the inter-clump medium, derived from the
SFXT flaring behavior, are in good agreement 
with macro-clumping scenario and line driven
instability simulations. SFXT have probably a 
larger orbital radius than classical sgHMXB.



Look for the poster
and catch the paper
(Walter & ZH, 2007,
AA accepted)



Happy birthday…
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